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Murrayfield ISC are working with officials to ensure that as many skaters as possible can enter the
2018 Opens and this may influence the days on which events are held.
The timetable of events will be published as soon as possible after the closing date and it will NOT
BE POSSIBLE to confirm exactly which events will take place on which day prior to this.
As per the announcement, Singles events will take place between Friday and Monday and Dance
events on Tuesday and Wednesday.
However, it is the intention to skate certain events as listed below:

Friday

Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Level 1 and Level 2 and possibly some Level 3.
This will NOT include the Level 1 14 & Over or Beginners 14 & Over due to school
exams.
Advanced Novice SP, Level 4, Level 1 14 & over.
Advanced Novice FP, Junior SP and Senior SP.
Level 6, Level 7 and Junior FP and Senior FP.

Beginners may be split over the 4 days of the event. Depending on final entry numbers, all other
events will be fitted around this.

Tuesday
Young Stars 1 to 3 and Juvenile
Wednesday Advanced Novice, Junior and Senior events, Short dance events and Couples events

MISC appreciate that this makes confirmation of accommodation more difficult but is the only way we
can maximise the number of entries in each level and avoid disappointment for as many skaters as
possible. Skaters whose categories cannot be confirmed until closing date and advised to book
rooms on a tariff that allows changes and amendments or to wait until the detailed timetable is
published, within a few days of closing date.
We thank you for your co-operation, allowing us to accommodate as many skaters as possible into
the event. We hope you all have a great time at the 2018 Murrayfield Open competition and look
forward to seeing you in Edinburgh.

